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361. WHEN IT'S SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES Classical/Waltz
360. WHEN MY SUGAR WALKS DOWN THE STREET 1920s
363. WHEN THE ROLL IS CALLED UP YONDER Inspirational
367. WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN Favorite
240. WHEN YOU WALK IN THE ROOM Rock & Red
374. WHEN YOU WERE SWEET SIXTEEN American Favorite
367. WHEN YOU WORE A TULIP 1900s
366. WHEN YOU'RE SMILING (The Whole World Smiles With You) 1920s
366. WHERE AM I GOING? Broadway
366. WHERE DO I GO? Broadway
253. WHERE DO YOU GO TO (My Lovely) 1970s
377. WHERE IS LOVE? Broadway
367. THE WHIFFENPOOF SONG (Boo! Ba! Ba!) 1920s
401. WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCHED THEIR FLOCKS BY NIGHT Christmas
366. WHILE STROLLING THRU THE PARK ONE DAY 1980s
378. WHISKEY JOHNNIE Folk
370. WHISPERING 1920s
327. WHISPERING HOPE American Favorite
374. WOULD I TOP TO YOU Broadway
379. WHO THRU THE OVERALLS IN MISTRESS Broadway
289. WHO'S SORRY NOW 1920s
372. THE WIND MIGHT OF YOUR MIND Movie/1950s
374. WITH PEN IN HAND 1930s
375. WITHOUT A SONG Broadway/1920s
379. A WONDERFUL DAY LIKE TODAY Broadway
370. WONDERFUL ONE 1920s
196. THE WORLD MUST BE BIGGER THAN AN AVENUE... Broadway

Y

383. THE YANKEE DOODLE BOY Patriotic
384. THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS Country
224. YOU Movie
121. YOU Country
377. YOU AND I 1970s
364. YOU ARE MY LUCKY STAR 1930s
317. YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE 1970s
307. YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE ME 1960s
380. YOU GON'T BE A FOOTBALL HERO 1930s
380. YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE Movie
381. YOU STEPPED OUT OF A DREAM 1940s
382. YOU TELL ME YOUR DREAM 1920s
25. YOU TURNED THE FABLES ON ME Broadway
382. YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME... 1920s
274. YOU WON'T BE AN ORPHAN FOR LONG Broadway
381. YOU'RE A GRAND OLD FLAG... Patriotic
192. YOU'RE NEVER FULLY DRESSED WITHOUT A SMILE... Broadway/Movie

Z

383. ZUM GALI GALI Jewish
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